[Prognostic impact of tumors localized at the prostatic apex].
The apex is a particular region of the prostate in its surgical dissection and pathological analysis. We sought to evaluate the prognostic value of the apical localization of prostate tumors. From 1988 to 2010, data pre- (age, clinical stage, preoperative PSA, biopsy Gleason score) and postoperative (prostate weight, pathologic stage TNM 2010, Gleason score, margin status) of 2765 total prostatectomies were collected prospectively. These data were compared according to existence or absence of tumor at the apex. The prognostic impact of tumor at the apex on biochemical recurrence-free survival (PSA>0.2 ng/mL) has been studied in univariate and multivariate models. One thousand eight hundred seventeen tumors had a location at the apex (65.7%). In univariate analysis, there was a significant difference in the clinical stage, the biopsy and pathological Gleason score, the result of curage, the pathological stage and the margin status between apical tumors and others. With a mean decline of 34.6 months, 502 patients had a biochemical recurrence (18.1%). Disease-free survival at 10 years was 60.7% for tumor at the apex versus 65.9% in other cases. The location at the apex was significantly associated with biochemical recurrence on univariate analysis (P=0.01). After adjustment for clinical and pathological stage, PSA level, Gleason score and surgical margins, the apex was not anymore a pejorative independent predictor (P=0.0087). The existence of tumor in the prostatic apex was associated with more aggressive tumoral criteria and was an independent and pejorative predictor of biochemical recurrence-free survival at 10 years in univariate analysis. The apical localization could be an additional argument in the decision of adjuvant therapy after prostatectomy.